COMMODITIES FOR EQUITIES
KEY FUNCTIONALITY

The list below reflects key functionality for an area of interest on the Bloomberg Professional® service. Press the <Menu> key on the Bloomberg keyboard from any function to browse related tools. Press the <Help> key once from a function to learn more about what it does and how to use it.

> ECONOMICS/STATISTICS/FORECASTING
- Economic Calendars: ECO
- Energy Industry Reports: NRGZ
- Agriculture Economic Release: AGRI
- Leading Indicators: LEAD
- Trade Flow Data: ECTR
- World Economic Statistics: ECST
- Economic Forecasts: ECFC
- Commodity Price Forecasting: CPF

> COMMODITY RESEARCH AND ANALYTICS
- Bloomberg Industries: BI
- Research: BRC*
- Government Legislation: BILL
- Bloomberg Analysis: BBAR
- Commodity Fundamental Database: FDM
- Commodity Ranked Returns: CRR
- Commodity Index Movers: FMV*
- Commodities Playbook: CPLY
- Mapping Commodity Assets: BMAP
- Refinery Outages: REFO
- Weather Database: WETR
- Agriculture Crop Calendar: CCAL
- Commodity Spread Calculator: CMSP
- Crack Spreads: CRCK

> COMMODITY PRICING AND PRICING ANALYTICS
- Global Commodities Pricing: GLCO
- Commodity Forward Curves: CCRV*
- Futures Contract Database: CTM
- Spot Oil Pricing: BOIL
- Spot Natural Gas Pricing: BGAS
- Spot Metals Pricing: MTL
- Custom Ticker Creation: CIX
- Commodity Unit Conversion Calculator: UNTC *

> EQUITY FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS
- Financial Analysis: FA*
- Equity Screening Search: EQS
- Mergers and Acquisition: MA
- Portfolio Analytics: PORT
- Current Consensus for Commodities: EEO*
- Events Calendar: EVTS
- Peer Valuation: RVP
- Equity Relative Value: EQRV*
- Company Classification Browser: CCB*

> CHARTING TOOLS
- Historical Spreads: HS**
- Charting Homepage: GRAP
- Seasonality Charts: SEAG*

> THIRD PARTY CONTRIBUTORS
- Platts: PLAT
- Opis: OPIS
- Argus: ARGU

*Denotes a single-security function
**Denotes a multiple-security function
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